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INTRODUCTION:

Rule 5(1) of the Rules of Procedure governing the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee (JPC) provides that the committee shall meet at least once a year, 
alternately in one of the European Parliament’s workplaces and in Chile. 

The draft calendar of meetings for 2009 had two meetings scheduled, the first in 
Europe in March and the second in Chile in November.

The preparatory meeting for the XIth meeting of the EU-Chile JPC was held in 
Brussels on 15 October 2009, attended by Minister-Counsellor Oscar Alcamán, 
Chargé d’Affaires a.i. at the Chilean Embassy, and Ms Nicola Murray, European 
Commission representative.

The visit to Chile and the XIth meeting of the Joint Parliamentary Committee took 
place from 25 to 28 October 2009.

INTERNAL SITUATION:

The delegation’s visit occurred in the middle of an election period, just one month 
before the presidential and parliamentary elections. 

There are four candidates in the first round of the presidential elections:
 Sebastián Piñera, candidate for Coalición por el Cambio;
 Eduardo Frei, candidate for Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia;
 Marco Antonio Enríquez-Ominami, independent candidate;
 Jorge Arrate, candidate for Somos la Izquierda.

The municipal elections in October 2008 gave Alianza por Chile, a centre-right 
opposition coalition, its first democratic election victory. In the mayoral elections it 
won 40.24% of the vote, compared to the 38.46% won by Concertación. However, in 
the council elections, Concertación won 45%, beating Alianza by nine points. The 
latest opinion polls indicate that the forthcoming presidential elections could bring an 
end to two decades of centre-left government by Concertación Democrática. 

Sebastián Piñera is the presidential candidate for Coalición por el Cambio. This 
coalition was formed by bringing together the conservative Alianza por Chile, 
consisting of Renovación Nacional and Unión Democrática e Independiente, with 
certain regional parties and followers of the former PPD member, Fernando Flores,
who formed Chile Primero. However, the pressure on Piñera due to the alleged 
conflict of interests between his political ambitions and his business interests, has 
continued to increase. In addition, documents published by the intelligence services in 
July 2009 revealed a suspicious relationship between Sebastián Piñera and the 
dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet in the 1980s. 

In a primary process, Concertación chose, as its presidential candidate, Eduardo Frei, 
President of Chile between 1994 and 2000, and son of the former President Eduardo 
Frei Montalva. Despite support for President Michelle Bachelet being very high
among the Chilean population, this has not automatically transferred to Frei’s 
candidacy. Despite having continued the economic openness of her predecessors, 
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right from the start of her term in office, the President has focused her priorities on 
social policies in the areas of health, education and poverty reduction. As a result, 
reform of the pension system, improved quality of education and health, and an active 
housing policy have had very positive effects, particularly on the situation of the most 
disadvantaged sectors of society. 

Marco Antonio Enríquez-Ominami, a 35-year-old politician, biological son of Miguel 
Enríquez (leader of Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria who was assassinated by 
the dictatorship) and adopted son of Senator Carlos Ominami, a former socialist and 
former Minister for Economic Affairs during the Aylwin Administration, turned his 
back on the Partido Socialista in June 2009 to stand as an independent. His campaign 
includes modern social policies, such as the legalisation of abortion or same-sex 
marriage, and increased public expenditure on social policies. At the same time, he is 
in favour of trade and privatisation of part of the State-owned copper company, 
thereby distancing himself from the far left. He also insists on the need for reform of 
the Constitution, education system and health, and on environmental protection. 

The extra-parliamentary left has chosen Jorge Arrate as its candidate, former president
of the Partido Socialista who, during the Frei administration, was successively 
Education Minister, Labour Minister and Secretary-General of the Government. 
Although unlikely to make the second round, his candidacy could achieve the best 
ever results in Chile’s recent history for the extra-parliamentary left.

Meetings with the government:

The delegation was received by a series of government officials, ending with an 
audience with President Michelle Bachelet. 

Monday, 26 October 2009

Meeting with the Minister for Mining, Santiago González

The Minister for Mining, Santiago González, highlighted the importance of the 
mining sector to the Chilean economy, which accounted for 60% of Chilean exports. 
The rising price of copper in the last 20 years had had a positive impact on the mining 
sector’s development, not only in Chile, but around the world. In answer to the 
question asked by the Chair, María Muñiz de Urquiza, about the impact of the 
financial crisis on the sector, the Minister said that Chile had adopted a second 
package of measures against the crisis, which, in relative terms, had allowed inflation 
and unemployment to be kept under control. The mining sector had great potential, 
particularly in terms of job creation, which was one of President Bachelet’s priorities. 

Within the framework of the recently launched ‘Association for Development and 
Innovation’ initiative, an exchange of views was held on investments in human capital 
and the exchange of students and researchers in the mining sector.

The other issues discussed included the impact of the mining sector on the 
environment and landscape, the consequences of the policy to reduce CO2 emissions 
in the mining sector, and trade relations with China, one of the biggest importers of 
Chilean copper. 
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Meeting with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mariano Fernández

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mariano Fernández, highlighted the importance of 
the Association for Development and Innovation for strengthening relations between 
Chile and the European Union. He said that, although relations with Asia were very 
important to Chile, his country had the same values, democratic principles and human 
rights standards as the EU. He also approved of the establishment of the Foundation 
mentioned in the Lima Declaration. The European delegation stressed the importance 
of education and exchanges of students and academics, in line with those that had 
already occurred through the Erasmus Mundus External Cooperation Window with 
Chile. 

Meeting with the Minister for Economic Affairs, Hugo Lavados

The Minister for Economic Affairs, Hugo Lavados, informed the European delegation 
about the impact of the financial crisis on the Chilean economy. The sectors worst 
affected in 2008 had been the construction and mortgage market sectors. However, 
thanks to strong regulation of the banking sector and anti-cyclical measures adopted 
by the government, the crisis had not affected Chile as much as other countries. In the 
last few months the Chilean economy had improved, with a slight fall in 
unemployment having been recorded.

With regard to cooperation between the EU and Chile, the Minister highlighted the 
excellent trade relations between the two regions. Referring, at the European 
delegation’s request, to the Galileo project, and to Chile’s possible participation in 
this project, he indicated its potential usefulness, particularly in the fisheries sector.

Finally, an exchange of views was held on the possibility of Chilean companies 
making investments in Europe, and on the obstacles to such investments.

Meeting with the Minister for the Interior, Edmundo Pérez Yoma

During his meeting with the European delegation, the Minister for the Interior, 
Edmundo Pérez Yoma, spoke about the binomial electoral system, which, in his
opinion, favoured large parties and was characterised by a lack of responsibility. 
Changing this system would not, however, be easy, given the very high quorum 
needed to alter it. During the exchange of views with the European delegation, the 
problems of lack of renewal in the Chilean Parliament and transparency in the work of 
the public institutions were mentioned. In this respect, the Minister felt that the 
transparency law would allow the public to submit complaints if the institutions failed 
to comply with their obligations.

The Minister also referred to the ever decreasing turnout among young people, and 
highlighted the need for an automatic voter registration system with voluntary voting, 
instead of voluntary registration with mandatory voting. 
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Meeting with the Minister for Agriculture, Marigen Hornkohl

The Minister for Agriculture, Marigen Hornkohl, highlighted the good relations 
between her country and the EU, at the same time calling for trade relations between 
the two regions to be strengthened and for closer cooperation in the areas of culture, 
science and technology. 

She also said that Chile was a big fruit producer, with 80% of the production destined 
for export. However, Chile’s ambition was to be the biggest food power in the region,
characterised by its focus, not on quantity, but on the quality of its products. With 
regard to the production of genetically modified products, the Minister said that Chile 
did produce such products, but that they were all destined for export.

She said that the main problems currently facing the Chilean agricultural sector 
included climate change, sustainable use of water and development of efficient 
irrigation systems, as well as preventing forest fires. 

During the exchange of views following the Minister’s presentation, the problem of
the birth rate and depopulation was highlighted, to which the Bachelet Government 
had responded by opening hundreds of nurseries. Other issues mentioned during the 
discussions included bringing young farmers into the sector, the need to improve 
education on the food sector and repercussions of large-scale production on the 
environment.

Tuesday, 27 October 2009

XITH MEETING OF THE EUROPEAN UNION-CHILE JOINT 
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

Valparaíso, Chile

DRAFT MINUTES

1.- Opening statements

The Co-Chairs of the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee, Senator Jaime 
Gazmuri and Ms María Muñiz De Urquiza MEP, opened the meeting at 11.10 a.m. 
They welcomed the MEPs, Senators and Members of the Chilean Parliament 
attending, as well as the members of the diplomatic corps and the Secretary-General 
of the Government of Chile, Ms Carolina Toha. 

The Chair of the Chilean delegation, Mr Gazmuri, then welcomed and congratulated 
the new Co-Chair, Ms Muñiz De Urquiza, on her appointment. He expressed his 
confidence that the work of this Committee would continue in a normal, frank and 
constructive manner, as had been the case in recent years. He also congratulated the 
new MEPs who had become members of this Committee in the new European 
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Parliament. As a follow-up to parts of the previous Joint Declaration issued in 
Strasbourg eight months earlier, he said that it was essential to reiterate the 
commitment to environmental protection issues, to remain alert to developments in 
the international financial crisis, to continue the debate on redesigning the 
international financial architecture and to keep moving forward in the dialogue on 
immigration issues.

The Chair of the European delegation, Ms Muñiz De Urquiza, thanked the Co-Chair, 
Mr Gazmuri, for the welcome the European delegation had received in Chile, and
then introduced its members. Next she gave a brief analysis of the items on the agenda 
of the meeting, which she regarded as important for the future of political, economic 
and cooperation relations between Chile and the European Union. She also spoke 
about the progress made in implementing the Treaty of Lisbon, about the importance 
of enlarging the European Union, and about the progress made and challenges faced 
in economic and social terms within the EU. Finally, she highlighted the need to 
tackle, as a priority, the reform of the international financial structures.

Her Excellency, Ms Eva Zeitterberg, Swedish Ambassador and representative of the 
Presidency-in-Office of the European Union, expressed her thanks for her invitation 
to the meeting and highlighted the importance of this body in developing the 
parliamentary dimension of the Association Agreement. She also stressed the quality 
of the bilateral relations between Chile and the European Union in all their aspects,
and expressed her confidence that these would continue to be developed.

Mr Jaime Perez Vidal, European Commission representative, spoke about the 
progress made at the recent meeting of the Association Committee, highlighting the 
priority that had been placed on cooperation in the area of innovation and the 
agreement to establish the European Investment Bank in Chile. He also stressed that
trade continued to be strong, despite the acute global financial crisis.

2.- Adoption of draft agenda

The draft agenda was adopted.

3.- Adoption of the minutes of the Xth EU-Chile JPC
     (Strasbourg, 25 March 2009)

The minutes of the Xth Meeting of the EU-Chile JPC held in Strasbourg on 
25 March 2009 were adopted.

4.- Political situation in Chile and the European Union

Ms Carolina Toha, Secretary-General of the Government of Chile, set out the 
political, economic and social strategies adopted by the Chilean Government to tackle 
the international financial crisis. These had included prioritising policies consistent
with social cohesion and integration, and promoting a reactive fiscal policy, 
particularly in the SME sector. This had prevented the most vulnerable sections of 
Chilean society from being severely affected by this crisis and, as a result, the public 
approval ratings of the President of the Republic and Supreme Government had 
reached historic levels. She also highlighted the challenges that would face Chilean 
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society in the next presidential term such as: tackling unemployment and insecure 
employment, and greater participation and proactiveness of the population, 
particularly young people, in political decision-making.

Mr Marcelo Diaz, a Member of the Chilean Parliament and Vice-Chair of the Chilean 
delegation, gave a detailed analysis of the current Chilean political situation, which 
was marked by the election campaign that would culminate with the general election 
in December 2009. As well as briefly setting out the positions of each presidential 
candidate, he summarised the successes achieved by the current government in the 
areas of social protection and inclusion. He also highlighted the remaining challenges 
that would have to be tackled by the Chilean political class in the near future: 
constitutional reform to guarantee more and better political and social rights for all 
Chileans; reform of the Labour Code to guarantee effective protection for workers; 
and progress in public policies to reduce the evident and growing social inequality 
affecting Chilean society.

Mr Luis de Grandes MEP gave a complete analysis of the results of the eleventh 
elections to the European Parliament and of the political panorama following these 
elections, against the backdrop of the acute international financial crisis. He expressed 
his hope that the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon would allow the European 
institutions to function properly and would ensure greater European involvement and 
influence on the international stage. 

Mr Julio Dittborn, a Member of the Chilean Parliament, gave a detailed assessment of 
the forthcoming general election in Chile, indicating the high probability of victory 
for the opposition, which revealed the feeling of dissatisfaction with the governing 
coalition that had been in power for nearly 20 years. He maintained that alternation in 
power was an inseparable part of a healthy democracy, and he added that there was a 
national consensus on two fundamental issues: maintenance of institutional stability 
and social protection mechanisms.

Mr António Correia De Campos MEP gave a summary of how the European Union 
was tackling the international financial crisis and set out the four main objectives 
agreed by the Member States to prevent future events of this kind: strengthening of 
transparency and responsibility on the part of the financial sector; increased regulation 
of the financial markets; promotion of integrity in the financial markets to prevent 
conflicts of interest and market manipulation; reinforcement of international 
cooperation on cross-border capital and reform of the international financial 
institutions.

Mr Jorge Pizarro, a Chilean Senator, underlined the common political interests of 
Chile and the European Union, particularly in the areas of social cohesion and the 
fight against hunger. He set out Chile’s position on a border claim made by the 
Republic of Peru, which he regarded as inadmissible, particularly as all border issues 
with Peru had been resolved through international treaties that were valid and fully in 
force. He added that this claim was currently being heard by the International Court of 
Justice in The Hague. He also welcomed and highlighted the fact that this Joint 
Parliamentary Committee was encouraging the work being carried out by the 
Working Group on Migration Issues established by the Euro-Latin American 
Parliamentary Assembly.
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Mr Pedro Araya, a Member of the Chilean Parliament, looked at the main successes 
of the Government of President Bachelet, highlighting the practice of horizontal
democracy, the level of responsibility and consensus with which the global financial 
crisis had been tackled, and the dynamic role played by the government in terms of 
social protection. He also indicated that, following the general election in December, 
there would be a concentration of powers, which would lead to a redesign of the 
coalition policy that had characterised Chilean politics in the last two decades.

5.- Economic assessment of Chile and the European Union

Mr António Correia De Campos MEP assessed the bilateral trade, highlighting the 
fact that, despite the international financial crisis, this had remained at fairly 
acceptable levels. He added that, as a result of the period of recession in the European 
economies, there had been less demand for Chilean products, particularly copper, with 
a resulting contraction of exports in terms of volume and value. As for exports from 
the European Union to Chile, although there was also evidence of a fall, it had been 
less significant.

Mr Carlos Recondo, a Member of the Chilean Parliament, wanted to reiterate a matter 
discussed at the Xth meeting held in Strasbourg in March 2009, which involved
prioritising the protection of a scarce product, namely marine resources. In this 
respect, he called on the Member States of the European Union to participate in the 
agreements reached by the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management 
Organisation in relation to catch limits and rational administration of certain deep sea 
species, in order to ensure the sustainability of industrial fisheries.

Mr Martin Häusling MEP focused on the environmental challenges still facing the 
European Union, which, in his opinion, were considerable. He said in this respect that 
insufficient progress was being made in the use of renewable energies and 
technologies, noting that the potential for using these resources was considerable and 
that they should be duly prioritised for the common good. He also condemned the 
limited progress made in duly complying with the UN Convention on Biological 
Diversity, with direct consequences on phenomena as serious as climate change. He 
pointed out that water resources were becoming ever scarcer and that water should be 
regarded as a basic right and, as a result, as a public product that could not be 
privatised.

Mr Alberto Robles, a Member of the Chilean Parliament, focused on the need to 
actively promote the use of renewable energies and indicated, in this respect, that the 
absence of any technology transfers in this area was surprising. He asked about the 
progress made by the European Union in terms of wind and tidal energy, and about 
Europe’s current position on nuclear power.

Mr Martin Häusling MEP highlighted the progress made by some European countries 
in terms of solar and wind energy, and reiterated the major potential of using such 
alternative energies. However, he indicated that little progress was being made with 
tidal power.
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Mr Luis de Grandes MEP stated that there was still an open debate on nuclear power 
and that valid arguments still existed with regard to both its necessity and its potential
danger. He said that for some countries in the European Union it was a viable 
alternative and that its costs and benefits should be duly studied.

6.- Cooperation between Chile and the European Union

Ms Emma McClarkin MEP expressed the belief that the association between the 
European Union and Chile had been mutually beneficial for both sides and was a way 
of increasing cooperation. She highlighted the usefulness to Chile of the Erasmus 
Mundus II programme, the aim of which was to improve the quality of the skills of 
the workforce. This programme offered postgraduate grants to students and teachers, 
with beneficiaries being able to study not only in European Union countries but also 
in third countries. She said, in this respect, that the European Parliament had approved 
the implementation of this programme in October 2008 and that it had been allocated 
a budget of EUR 950 million for the 2009-2013 period.

Mr Francisco Sosa Wagner MEP said that a targeted approach to tackling the 
disillusionment with politics and politicians among the younger generations was a 
fundamental aspect that should be considered and on which the European Union and
Chile should cooperate to share their experiences. He added that the crisis in the 
world’s political parties should help to create common forums for dialogue and 
cooperation in order to overcome the disaffection with politics and the loss of its 
prestige.

Mr Alberto Robles, a Member of the Chilean Parliament, highlighted the importance 
of cooperation in the area of education, as this was a key element in social mobility 
and a factor of development of society. In this respect, he expressed his satisfaction at 
the new implementation period of the Erasmus Mundus II programme.

Mr Ricardo Cortés MEP gave a positive assessment of the cooperation programmes 
already concluded between Chile and the European Union, and stated that the projects 
planned for the 2007-2013 period were heading in the right direction by prioritising 
key areas in terms of globalisation, namely: social cohesion, innovation and 
competitiveness, and higher education.

The Co-Chairs, Mr Jaime Gazmuri and Ms María Muñiz De Urquiza, closed the 
meeting at 5.45 p.m.

7.- Other business

There was no other business.

8.- Final thoughts and adoption of the Joint Declaration

The Co-Chairs then submitted the draft Joint Declaration to the meeting; it was 
adopted by both delegations by consensus.
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9.- Date and place of the XIIth meeting of the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee

The next meeting of the EU-Chile JPC would take place on 26 January 2009 in 
Europe.

Wednesday, 28 October 2009

Audience with the President of the Republic, Michelle Bachelet 

At a meeting with the European Parliament delegation, the President of Chile, 
Michelle Bachelet, welcomed the work and role of the Joint Parliamentary Committee 
in the development of relations between the European Union and Chile. 

With regard to the presidential elections, she highlighted the ever-decreasing turnout 
among young voters. She was convinced that reforming the electoral system by 
introducing voluntary voting would help to reverse this trend. With regard to the 
binomial system, she felt that it would be difficult to change this due to the quorum 
required, which would be difficult to achieve. 

As regards the financial crisis, her government’s priority was to combat 
unemployment and ensure economic recovery. Due to the regulatory measures that 
had been in place in Chile before the crisis, its impact on the banking sector had not 
been as extensive as in other countries. 

The members of the European delegation congratulated Chile on having achieved 
internal political stability, as part of which they highlighted, regardless of the result of 
the elections, the guarantee of solid democracy and political continuity in the relations 
between the European Union and Chile. They also expressed their appreciation of 
President Bachelet’s campaign against inequality and poverty.

A discussion was then held on possible constitutional reform, which would allow the 
President to be re-elected. On this issue, President Bachelet confirmed that she had no 
intention of proposing such a change to the Constitution, and expressed her concern 
about such practices in other countries. 

With regard to the Mapuche problem, the President indicated that much still remained 
to be done to achieve their integration into society. Despite all of the efforts made, 
there had been little progress. The most important achievement in this area had been 
the reduction of poverty in indigenous communities, which since the end of the 
dictatorship had fallen from 40% to 13.6% in 2006. Access by indigenous inhabitants 
to education had also improved.

Other issues discussed during the meeting included Latin America’s integration and 
the exchange of experiences with the European Union in this area, climate change and 
the development of renewable energies, as well as the coordination of the EU and 
Chilean positions on the Copenhagen Conference. 
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Other meetings:

During the XIth EU-Chile JPC, the European delegation met the presidential 
candidate Eduardo Frei, with whom the delegation had a brief exchange of views on 
the current political situation in Chile and on the possible result of the presidential 
elections. Mr Frei indicated that he thought it unlikely that any of the candidates 
would win in the first round, which would give him an advantage in the second round. 
He also expressed his satisfaction at the measures adopted by the Government of 
President Bachelet during its term of office, which had limited the impact of the crisis 
on the country. However, as Chile was highly dependent on exports, its future 
economic development depended on the economic situation around the world. 

In reply to the European delegation’s question about the reasons for the lack of female 
candidates, he regretted that Chile was still a ‘macho’ country and that further efforts 
needed to be made to encourage women to participate in political life.

Conclusion:

2009 was a special year for relations between the EU and Chile. In June a new EP 
delegation was formed, which had the opportunity to visit Chile in the middle of its 
election campaign and to speak to some of the candidates. In addition to the two JPC 
meetings in 2009, there had been a meeting of the Bureau, which had decided to hold 
an extraordinary interparliamentary meeting in January 2010, in order to assess the 
work carried out by the Joint Parliamentary Committee in previous years and to learn 
lessons for the JPC’s work in its new formation.

The schedule of the Chile visit had been very intensive, but it had allowed the new EP 
delegation to learn about the most important issues for the Chilean Administration, in 
addition to tackling a series of issues on the bilateral agenda within the framework of 
the XIth meeting of the JPC.
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XIth Meeting of the European Union-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee
Tuesday, 27 October 2009

Valparaíso, Chile

The delegations from the Chilean National Congress and the European Parliament to 
the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee (JPC), led by their Co-Chairs, Mr Jaime 
GAZMURI MUJICA and Ms María Paloma MUÑIZ DE URQUIZA, upon the 
conclusion of the work of the XIth Interparliamentary Meeting, have agreed the 
following:

JOINT DECLARATION

1.- The Chilean and European delegations are satisfied to see that the two annual 
meetings provided for in the Rules of Procedure governing the operation of the EU-
Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee have taken place, thus consolidating and 
galvanising this interparliamentary forum provided for in the Association Agreement 
between Chile and the European Union.

2.- The Chilean and European delegations welcome the qualitative progress seen in 
the relationship between Chile and the European Union, as a result of the 
implementation of the Association Agreement between the European Community and 
its Member States and the Republic of Chile.

3.- Both delegations note the conclusions reached by the VIIth European Union-Chile 
Association Committee, held on 15 October 2009 in Brussels, and they particularly 
welcome the establishment of the Association for Development and Innovation. That 
Association is aimed at deepening the current bi-regional partnership, predominantly 
in the areas of technology, energy and education, as demonstrated through the 
‘Erasmus Mundus External Cooperation Window’ programme.

4.- Both parties undertake to work to achieve together the Millennium Development 
Goals, in addition to making progress on social advancement, modernisation of the 
state, education and public security.

5.- Both parties believe that the agreement has been of mutual benefit over the period 
of its application, strengthening bilateral relations in the areas of political dialogue, 
cooperation and trade. Both delegations also reiterate that the agreement is the 
fundamental tool for their relations, and that it is functioning effectively and 
efficiently, even though there is scope for a wider application in the present and the 
future.
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6.- Both delegations recognise that with the XIth Meeting of the EU-Chile Joint 
Parliamentary Committee a new mandate has begun on the European side, as a result 
of the new composition of the European Parliament and the institutional changes 
stemming from the imminent entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon. In view of the 
forthcoming election in Chile on 13 December 2009, both parties agree that the
political dialogue and development of existing agreements should continue.

7.- Both parties welcome the fact that, despite the acute global financial and economic 
crisis, overseas trade between the European Union and Chile experienced a significant 
increase, particularly in the agricultural, mining and industrial sectors. Both parties 
call for the continuation of the process of trade liberalisation for goods and services in 
accordance with both parties’ interests.

8.- Both parties are satisfied to see the results of the fourth session of the Association 
Council, held in Prague in May 2009, at which the excellent condition of bilateral 
relations was noted and it was agreed that a new framework would be introduced for 
the cooperation between the European Union and Chile, aimed at encouraging joint 
initiatives in the area of technology and innovation and particularly taking advantage 
of the EU-Chile Science and Technology Agreement.

9.- Both parties reaffirm their commitment to environmental sustainability, recognise 
the uniformity of existing criteria as regards the use of clean and renewable energies 
and call on the respective governments to coordinate effectively to achieve tangible 
results in the summit on climate change to be held in Copenhagen in December 2009.
They also believe that developed countries must move towards sustainable 
economies, taking the specific needs of developing countries into account.

10.- Both delegations call for the agreement of positions with a view to the Food 
Summit to be held in Rome in November 2009, responding to the acute humanitarian 
crises across different regions affected by famine and drought.

11.- Both delegations recommend working actively on the implementation of an 
agreement adopted at the Lima Summit of Heads of State, to create a ‘Latin America 
and the Caribbean-European Union Foundation’ conceived as an appropriate forum 
for debating joint strategies and actions aimed at strengthening the bi-regional 
partnership and increasing its visibility.

12.- Both delegations express their intention to conduct an in-depth debate on the 
European Commission’s communication of 30 September 2009, in order to establish a 
new model for relations with Latin America and the Caribbean for the next five years, 
based on the concept of ‘global players in partnership’.

13.- Both parties agree to follow up the agreements adopted by the Working Group on 
Migration Issues established by the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly,
which will meet in Panama City on 29 October 2009.

14.- Both parties assessed the current economic situation in Europe and Latin 
America, especially as regards the consequences of the global financial and economic 
crisis, and welcomed the spirit of the agreements reached at the G-20 meeting in 
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Pittsburgh, aimed at creating a new world financial order based on market 
transparency and solidarity towards more vulnerable countries and regions.

15.- Both delegations reiterate the need for competent government players to make all 
the necessary efforts to promote dialogue and reach an agreement in the World Trade 
Organisation’s Doha Round of negotiations which will promote fairness in global 
trade flows.

16.- Both delegations are satisfied to see the signing of the document authorising the 
establishment and the operations of the European Investment Bank in Chile and 
support its ratification as soon as possible.

17.- Both parties highlight the progress made in the context of European Union/Chile 
cooperation over the 2007-2013 cycle, focused on the areas of social cohesion, 
competitiveness and higher education.

18.- Both parties are satisfied to see Chile’s ratification of the International Criminal 
Court’s Rome Statute, as well as the country’s gradual integration into international 
progress on this issue, highlighting that this step reaffirms Chile’s commitment to 
human rights and fundamental freedoms.

19.-. Both parties agree to promote bilateral relations through political dialogue in 
order to establish territorial links between regions and municipalities in the European 
Union and Chile. 

20.- Both delegations agree to hold the next meetings of the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee in the first quarter of 2010 in Europe and in the second half of 2010 in 
Chile.

21.- Both delegations undertake to forward this Declaration to the members of the 
Association Council, and renew their request for the Co-Chairs of the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee of the European Union and the Chilean National Congress 
to attend future meetings of the Association Council.

Done at Valparaíso, Chile, on 27 October 2009

European Parliament Delegation to the 
EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee

María Paloma Muñiz de Urquiza
Chair

Chilean National Congress Delegation 
to the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee

Jaime Gazmuri Mújica
Chair
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25-28 de octubre de 2009

Santiago de Chile/Valparaíso (Chile)

Lista de Participantes (provisional)
Miembros de la Delegación

Nombre Apellido Grupo 
político

País

Sra. María MUÑIZ DE URQUIZA, Presidenta 
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 
UE/Chile, Presidente

● Conferencia de Presidentes de Delegaciones, Miembro
● Comisión de Asuntos Exteriores, Miembro 
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-
Latinoamericana, Miembro

S-D España

Sr. Luis DE GRANDES PASCUAL, 1° Vicepresidente
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile, 

Vicepresidente
● Comisión de Transportes y Turismo, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro
***

PPE España

Sra. Izaskun   BILBAO BARANDICA
● Delegación para las Relaciones con los Países de la 
Comunidad Andina, Vicepresidente

● Comisión de Transportes y Turismo, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro

ALDE España

http://www.europarl.europa.eu
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Sr. António 

Fernando

CORREIA DE CAMPOS
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile, 

Miembro
● Comisión de Mercado Interior y Protección del 

Consumidor, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro

S-D Portugal

Sr. Agustín DÍAZ DE MERA GARCÍA CONSUEGRA
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile, 

Miembro
● Comisión de Libertades Civiles, Justicia y Asuntos de 

Interior, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro

PPE España

Sr. Ricardo CORTÉS LASTRA
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Vicepresidente
● Comisión de Desarrollo Regional, Miembro
● Delegación para las Relaciones con los Países de la 
Comunidad Andina, Miembro

S&D España

Sr. Martin HÄUSLING
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile, 

Miembro
● Comisión de Control Presupuestario, Miembro
● Comisión de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro

Verts/AL

E

Alemania

Sra. Emma MCCLARKIN
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile, 

Miembro

ECR Reino 
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● Comisión de Cultura y Educación, Miembro
● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-

Latinoamericana, Miembro

Unido

Sr. Bernhard RAPKAY
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 

UE/Chile, Miembro
● Comisión de Asuntos Jurídicos, Miembro

  ● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-
Latinoamericana, Miembro

S-D Alemania

Sr. Francis SOSA WAGNER
● Delegación en la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 

UE/Chile, suplente
● Comisión de Industria, Investigación y Energía, Miembro

● Delegación en la Asamblea Parlamentaria Euro-
Latinoamericana, Miembro

NI España

Grupos Políticos de los Miembros de la Delegación
PPE -Grupo del Partido Popular Europeo (Demócrata-Cristianos)
S-D -Grupo de la Alianza Progresista de Socialistas y Demócratas en el 
Parlamento Europeo
ALDE -Grupo de la Alianza de los Demócratas y Liberales por Europa 
ECR -Grupo Conservadores y Reformistas Europeos 
Verts/ALE -Grupo de los Verdes/Alianza Libre Europea 
GUE/NGL -Grupo Confederal de la Izquierda Unitaria Europea/Izquierda Verde 
Nórdica 
NI - Grupo No-Inscritos

Secretaría de la Delegación
Sra

. 

Radka HEJTMANKOVA Administradora

Sr. Walter MASUR Administrador

Sra

.

Nekane AZPIRI LEJARDI Asistente
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Secretarías de los Grupos Políticos
Sra

.

Joana TRIANA Consejero grupo S&D

Sra

. 

Itziar MUÑOA SALAVERRIA Consejera grupo ALDE

Sra

. 

Lindsay GILBERT Consejera grupo ECR

Sra

. 

Gaby KÜPPERS Consejera grupo Verts/ALE

Intérpretes
Sr. Jürgen MARTSCHIN Jefe de equipo 

Sr. Tillmann HAAK

Sra

.

Ioulia SPETSIOU

Sra

.

Latifa SADOC

Sr. Carlos ALONSO DE PRADA

Sr. Vladimir NAVARRO JEVTOVIC
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X REUNIÓN DE LA
COMISION PARLAMENTARIA MIXTA

UNIÓN EUROPEA/CHILE

25 de marzo de 2009
Estrasburgo, Francia

Lista de Participantes

Miembros de la Delegación Chilena

SENADO
Grupo 
político

Apellido

Jaime GAZMURI MÚJICA, Senador
Profesión: Ingeniero Agrónomo con Mención en Economía 
Agraria.

● Miembro Comisión de Intereses Marítimos, Pesca y 
    Acuicultura
● Miembro de la Comisión de Hacienda
● Miembro Comisión Especial Mixta de Presupuestos

PS

Andrés CHADWICK PIÑERA, Senador UDI

Sr. Alberto ESPINA OTERO, Senador
Profesión: Abogado

● Miembro Comisión de Agricultura
● Miembro Comisión de Constitución, Legislación y 
Justicia

RN

Sr. Roberto MUÑOZ BARRARoberto, Senador
IND
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Sr. Jorge PIZARRO SOTO, Senador
● Presidente Comisión de Economía 
● Miembro Comisión de Relaciones Exteriores
● Miembro Comisión de Transportes y 
Telecomunicaciones
● Miembro Comisión Especial Mixta de Presupuestos

D    DC

Grupos Políticos de los Miembros de la Delegación
PPD - Partido por la Democracia
RN - Partido Renovación Nacional
UDI - Partido Unión Demócrata Cristiana 
DC - Partido Demócrata Cristiano 
PRSD - Partido Radical Social Demócrata
PS - Partido Socialista
IND - Independientes

SECRETARÍA

Jaime CÁMARA, Secretario del Grupo

CONGRESO

Apellido Grupo 
político

Marcelo DÌAZ DÍAZ, Diputado
Profesión: Abogado

- Presidente de la Delegación Chilena
- Presidente del Grupo Interparlamentario Chileno-

Húngaro
- Miembro de la Comisión de Relaciones Exteriores
- Miembro de la Comisión de Economía

PS

Julio DITTBORN CORDUA, Diputado
Profesión: Ingeniero Comercial

- Miembro de la Comisión de Hacienda
- Miembro de la Comisión de Trabajo y Previsión 

Social

UDI

Pedro ARAYA GUERRERO, Diputado
Profesión: Abogado

- Miembro de la Comisión de Constitución, 
Legislación y Justicia

IND

Pablo LORENZINI BASSO, Diputado
Profesión: Ingeniero Comercial y Contador Auditor

- Presidente del Grupo Interparlamentario Chileno-
Portugués

- Miembro de la Comisión de Hacienda

DC
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Osvaldo PALMA FLORES, Diputado
Profesión: Médico Cirujano

- Presidente de la Comisión de Relaciones Exteriores
- Miembro de la Comisión de Recursos Naturales

RN

Alberto ROBLES PANTOJA, Diputado
Profesión: Médico Cirujano Especialidad en Urología.

- Miembro de la Comisión de Salud
- Miembro de la Comisión de Hacienda

PRSD

Jorge TARUD DACCARETT, Diputado
Profesión: Egresado de Derecho

- Miembro Comisión de la Comisión de Relaciones 
Exteriores.

- Miembro de la Comisión de Defensa Nacional.

PPD

Carlos RECONDO LAVANDEROS, Diputado
Profesión: Médico Veterinario

- Miembro de la Comisión de Pesca
- Miembro de la Comisión de Trabajo y Previsión 

Social

UDI

Grupos Políticos de los Miembros de la Delegación
PPD - Partido por la Democracia
RN - Partido Renovación Nacional
UDI - Partido Unión Demócrata Cristiana 
DC - Partido Demócrata Cristiano 
PRSD - Partido Radical Social Demócrata
PS - Partido Socialista
IND - Independientes

SECRETARÍA

Sergio PIZARRO ROBERTS, Secretario del Grupo
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XI Reunión de la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 
Unión Europea/Chile

Valparaíso, Chile

Martes 27 de octubre de 2009 

(de 09:00 a 13:30 y de 15:30 a 18:00 horas)

Sala Biblioteca Congreso Nacional

PROYECTO DE ORDEN DE DÍA

11h00-13h00

1. Apertura de la reunión y declaraciones introductivas por parte de:
Senador Jaime GAZMURI, Co-Presidente de la Comisión Parlamentaria 
Mixta Unión Europea/Chile.
Sra. María MUÑIZ DE URQUIZA, Co-Presidenta de la Comisión 
Parlamentaria Mixta Unión Europea/Chile.

Sr(a)....., Representante de la Presidencia en Ejercicio de la Unión Europea
Sr(a). ...., Representante de la Comisión Europea

2. Aprobación del proyecto de orden del día 

3. Adopción del acta de la X CPM UE/Chile 
(Estrasburgo, 25 de marzo de 2009)

Temario

4. Situación política en la Unión Europea y en Chile.

Ponentes de la Delegación Chilena: 
a) Diputado Marcelo Díaz, Vicepresidente de la Comisión
b) Diputado Jorge Tarud
c) Diputado Pedro Araya
d) Senador Jaime Gazmurri
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e) Senador Jorge Pizarro

Ponentes del Parlamento Europeo: 
a)  Sra. María Muñiz de Urquiza:  Situación política y institucional de la 
UE en la 
       perspectiva de la entrada en vigor del Tratado 
de Lisboa

b) Sr. Luis de Grandes Pascual: Panorama político en Europa tras las 
últimas 

elecciones al Parlamento Europeo

c) Sr. António Fernando Correa de Campos: La UE ante la crisis económica y 
financiera internacional

5. Evaluación económica de la Unión Europea y Chile.  

Ponentes de la Delegación Chilena: 
a) Diputado Osvaldo Palma: Medio Ambiente: Desafíos pendientes.
b) Diputado Julio Dittborn: Comercio bilateral Chile-Unión Europea.
c) Diputado Carlos Recondo: Regulación de la pesca de alta mar (ORP)

Ponentes del Parlamento Europeo:  
a) Sr. Martin Häusling: Medio Ambiente: Desafíos pendientes
b) Sr. António Fernando Correa de Campos: Comercio bilateral Chile/Unión 

Europea
c) : Regulación de la pesca de alta mar (Ponente a 

confirmar)

Exposición de la Dirección de Relaciones Económicas Internacionales): Sr. 
Augusto 

Castillo, Jefe de Departamento DIRECON

13h00-15h00

Almuerzo brindado en honor de la delegación parlamentaria europea en el 
comedor del piso 15 del Senado.

15h30-18h00

6. Temas de cooperación entre Chile y la Unión Europea.

Ponentes de la Delegación Chilena: 
a) Diputado Alberto Robles: Educación: Temas de gestión
b) Diputado Pablo Lorenzini: Fortalecimiento de la Cooperación entre la 

Unión Europea y Chile.
c) Senador Carlos Ignacio Kuschel

Ponentes del Parlamento Europeo:  
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a) : Educación: Temas de gestión (Ponente a confirmar)
b) Sr. Ricardo Cortés: Fortalecimiento de la Cooperación entre la UE y Chile 

(Ponente a confirmar)

Exposición de la Agencia Chilena de Cooperación Internacional: Sr. Enrique 
O´Farrill, Jefe del Departamento Bilateral y Multilateral de AGCI

7. Asuntos varios

8. Consideraciones finales y adopción de la Declaración Conjunta

9. Lugar y fecha de la XII Reunión de la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 
Unión Europea/Chile.

Bruselas, 23 de octubre de 2009
-------------------------------------
RH/nal
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DELEGATION TO THE EU-CHILE JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

ELEVENTH MEETING OF THE EU-CHILE JPC 

25-28 October 2009

SANTIAGO DE CHILE/VALPARAÍSO (CHILE)

Programme 

Saturday, 24 October 2009                 
Europe/Santiago de Chile 

Arrival of participants to the Santiago de Chile Airport and transfer to:

HOTEL PLAZA SAN FRANCISCO
Alameda 816
Santiago de Chile
Tel +56 2 639 3832 / +56 2 639 3832
http://www.plazasanfrancisco.cl/

15.00-17.30 Preparatory meeting of Political Groups, Interpreters, Secretariat
Venue: Hotel Plaza San Francisco

17.30-18.30 Preparatory meeting of the Secretariat and the EC Delegation staff
Venue: Hotel Plaza San Francisco

Sunday, 25 October 2009                 
Europe/Santiago de Chile 

Arrival of participants to the Santiago de Chile Airport and transfer to:

HOTEL PLAZA SAN FRANCISCO
Alameda 816
Santiago de Chile
Tel +56 2 639 3832 / +56 2 639 3832
http://www.plazasanfrancisco.cl/

13.00-15.00 Working lunch and preparatory meeting of the delegation with the 
European Commission
Venue: Hotel Plaza San Francisco
Meeting room: SENA (2nd fllor)

15.00 Depart hotel

15.30-18.30 Visit of EU-funded project
Fostering communication at community level and communication 
capacity building for young citizens in their communities

http://www.plazasanfrancisco.cl/
http://www.plazasanfrancisco.cl/
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evening Free for own arrangements

Monday, 26 October                                                                                  Santiago de 
Chile/Viña del Mar

09.00-10.45 Working breakfast with EU Ambassadors to Chile 
Venue: Hotel Plaza San Francisco
Meeting room: SENA (2nd Floor)

11.00-11.45 Meeting with Minister of Mining
Mr. Santiago GONZÁLEZ
Venue: Teatinos 120, piso 9

12.00-13.30 Meeting with Minister of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Mariano FERNÁNDEZ 
Venue: Teatinos 180, piso 15

13.10-14.45 Meeting with Minister of Economy
Mr. Hugo LAVADOS
Venue: Alameda 1449, piso 2

15h00-16.30 Working lunch  
Venue: Espacio Gastronómico
Providencia

17.00-18.20 Meeting with the Minister of the Interior 
Mr. Edmundo PÉREZ YOMA
Venue: Palacio de La Moneda

18.30-19.45 Meeting with the Minister of Agriculture
Ms Marigen HORNKOHL
Venue: Teatinos 40, piso 9

19.50 Departure for Valparaiso/ Viña del Mar (by bus)

22.00 Arrival to Viña del Mar:
Hotel SHERATON Miramar
Viña del Mar
Tel: + 56 32 238 8600
Fax: + 56 32 238 8799

Evening Free for own arrangements

Tuesday, 27 October Valparaíso/Santiago de 
Chile
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10.30 Departure for the National Congress, Valparaíso

11.00-18.00 Meeting of the Eleventh EU/Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee 
meeting
Venue: Congress of the Republic of Chile

11.00-13.30 Working Session I

13.45-15.00 Working Lunch

15.00-15.30 Meeting with Mr Eduardo FREI 

15.30-18.00 Working Session II
18.00-18.00 Saludo protocolar del Presidente de la Cámara de Diputados Sr....

Lugar: Despacho del Presidente

18.30 Traslado a la Tribuna de Honor

18.30-18.45 Saludo protocolar del Presidente del Senado, Sr. ...

19.00 Departure to Santiago

21.30 Arrival in Santiago and transfer to hotel:

HOTEL PLAZA SAN FRANCISCO
Alameda 816
Santiago de Chile
Tel +56 2 639 3832 / +56 2 639 3832
http://www.plazasanfrancisco.cl/

Wednesday, 28 October Santiago de 
Chile/Panama
                                                                                                                         or return 
to Europe

08.30 Interview with the Press (for the Chairwoman)
Lugar: Hotel Plaza San Francisco

09.00-10.15 Meeting with President HE Mrs Michelle BACHELET  
Venue: Palacio de la Moneda, Santiago de Chile

10.30 Depart hotel for the airport

12.20 Departure of Flight CM 750 to Panama City

17.00 Arrival to Panama
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